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Web 2.0-based cultural diffusion occurs not only through viral word-of-mouth
communication but also through Internet memes in which cultural consumers
review, resemble, and recreate old cultural components, resulting in the crea-
tion of new cultural forms. YouTube features a platform for memetic creation
with a host of user-generated parodies, reviews, and mashups derived from
viral videos. This study examines the cultural ecosystem of YouTube memes
inspired by Korean artist Psy’s viral production “Gangnam Style.” The study
focuses on the salience of various genres of YouTube memes and structural
connections between memetic videos. According to the results, the viral video
of “Gangnam Style” sparked a sizable amount of user creativity, including
remixes, parodies, self-directed performances, and reviews, among others. A
network analysis of connections between memetic videos shows that various
memetic genres drew different levels of audience attention and actions across
various stages of the 3-month-long diffusion process. In addition, the content
of the traditional mass media played a key role in giving the viral video wider
publicity and acknowledgement, but this role was later shared by user-gener-
ated content.
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Cultural Diffusion on Web 2.0

Like any other form of diffusion, cultural diffusion occurs through a connected
social system (Rogers, 2003). This social system can be centralized around
resourceful institutions such as governments and firms (Mayer & Timberlake,
2014). A government can promote its national culture to enhance the country’s
soft power (Jin, 2006; Otmazgin, 2008). The global reach of a national culture
can be tied to the country’s economic and political influence (Kim & Barnett,
1996). However, such a social system has been increasingly decentralized to
more closely reflect a grassroots system as a result of the adoption of Web 2.0
tools. Web 2.0-based cultural diffusion depends on word-of-mouth communica-
tion and crowdsourced content creation by online communities of engaged users
(Shifman, 2012). This has led scholars to examine the role of Web 2.0 in cultural
diffusion (Zhang, 2011) by focusing on video-sharing sites such as YouTube (Xu,
Park, & Park, 2015). The present study extends the literature by focusing on a less
covered diffusion stage.
The social system on Web 2.0 platforms consists of people and objects con-

nected by collective viewing, sharing, and commenting (Xu et al., 2015). This
collective action forms a cultural public sphere (Burgess & Green, 2013). In addi-
tion, such activities embody various stages of Rogers’s (2003) diffusion framework.
More specifically, users’ selective viewing and sharing reflect the awareness and
interest stages, and their commenting behavior underlies the evaluation stage (Xu
et al., 2015). Previous studies of video diffusion have revealed demographic factors
and interaction patterns of users involved in these stages. For example, van
Zoonen, Vis, and Mihelj (2011) found that videos of citizens’ reactions to an
anti-Islam viral film were heavily commented on but that only a small number of
commenters interacted with one another. In addition, commenters often subscribed
and talked to other users with similar political and cultural beliefs. Xu et al., (2015)
showed that attitudes toward cultural offerings on YouTube can be predicted by the
similarity of the commenter’s cultural background to the culture represented in the
video. The later trial stage, however, has received less research attention. This stage
corresponds to the notion of Internet memes through which people experiment
with new cultural forms by adding to and altering existing ones. Few studies have
focused on this stage in the context of Web 2.0-based cultural diffusion. Therefore,
the present study examines YouTube-based memes for cultural diffusion by focus-
ing on the content and structure underlying memes. The study starts with an
argument about the value of analyzing memes, and in particular, it maintains
that Web 2.0-based cultural diffusion is facilitated not only by the viral diffusion
of the original content but also by the viral creation inspired by the original
content. The study develops a webometric framework by combining content and
network analyses to examine the characteristics of the content and structure of
memes and proposes research questions based on two aspects of memes: their
content and structure.
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Memes

A meme is an idea, behavior, style, or structure that spreads from one person to
another within a given culture (Dawkins, 1976). One popular type of meme in the
pre-Internet age is the derivative parody by television fans. Jenkins (1992) described
these fans as “textual poachers,” who are not only passive readers but also producers
who enrich original cultural products. Web 2.0 applications lower the barrier for
memetic creation. In Web 2.0 environments, memes best capture the vibrant remix
culture (Burgess & Green, 2013). More specially, users can edit different segments of
videos and remix them to create video mashups. They can also imitate actions and
styles in original videos and create derived works in the form of a parody or pastiche.
Derived videos in such formats are not some direct copying and forwarding of
original content, but a form of resembling and recreation based on existing memetic
elements.
The memetic creation represents a broader trend in Web 2.0-based for cultural

diffusion. That is, cultural consumers are empowered to contribute user-generated
content to challenge the traditional sense of information control (Barzilai-Nahon,
2008; Shoemaker, 1991). They are the gatekeepers who select information
through sharing (Meraz & Papacharissi, 2013; Shoemaker, 1991). The sharing
provides a basis for virality, which deals with the dissemination of content
through word-of-mouth communication (Barzilai-Nahon & Hemsley, 2013).
Moreover, cultural consumers embark on the modern-day sense of networked
gatekeeping, by shaping (giving a particular form of information), repetition (say-
ing, showing, writing, and restating; making; doing; or performing again), and
manipulation (changing information by artful or unfair means) (Barzilai-Nahon,
2008; Shoemaker, Eichholz, Kim, & Wrigley, 2001). These three behaviors con-
stitute memetic creation.
Meme underlies the blurring of the line between content consumption and pro-

duction (Bruns, 2008). Corresponding to the notion of meme are a few terms for this
new participatory culture in Web 2.0. A widely used term is produsage (Bruns,
2008), which posits that average users not only passively consume but actively
create content. In addition, the term configurable culture taps the same phenomenon
(Sinnreich, 2010; Sinnreich, Latonero, & Gluck, 2009). The word configurable
implies that the boundary of a cultural product is fluid such that users can edit and
manipulate original content into something new to expand the old cultural bound-
ary. Taken together, both produsage and configurable culture embody a change in
the power dynamics in cultural creation.
Launched in 2005, YouTube has become the hub of user-generated videos as

well as organization-produced media content. The significance of YouTube lies in
both virality and memes (Shifman, 2012). Although virality gives public exposure
to a cultural phenomenon, it deals only with the diffusion of one specific cultural
offering. In contrast to virality, memes address the diffusion and creation of a
whole host of content that can contribute to the recognition of the original
culture.
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Context: The Viral Video of “Gangnam Style”

This study is based on the case of Korean artist Psy’s “Gangnam Style” (GS), which
has been viewed close to 2 billion times on YouTube as of May 2014, making it one
of the most watched YouTube videos.1 The GS video contains a variety of memetic
elements, including its horse dance, music, lyrics, and clothing, among others,
making it an ideal case for studying YouTube-based memes. Broadly, the video
represents the phenomenon of Korean popular culture (Kpop), which has gained
global success through TV dramas, music, and movies as well as through the
promotion of Korean electronics manufacturers (Yecies, Goldsmith, & Lee, 2011).
Kpop has influenced not only neighboring countries in Asia, but also various coun-
tries in Latin America, whose local cultures are sharply different from Korean culture
(Choi, Meza, & Park, 2014). Kpop’s vast global reach may illustrate the unique role
of Web 2.0 in diffusion (Xu et al., 2015).

The Content and Structure of Memes

Despite the cultural significance of memes, scholars’ attention to the YouTube
culture has been overshadowed by their interest in other popular social networking
sites such as Facebook and Twitter (Thelwall, Sud, & Vis, 2012), particularly in the
case of YouTube-based memes. Only a few studies have analyzed memes in the
context of a digital culture. Shifman (2012) used this concept to refer to user-
generated videos that resemble and recreate elements from existing viral videos.
Based on this operationalization, scholars in computer science and informatics have
used algorithms to identity common memetic elements in different videos (Xie,
Natsev, Kender, Hill, & Smith, 2011) and predict content diffusion through video
sharing (Weng, Flammini, Vespignani, & Menczer, 2012). Such efforts have led to
important insights into content features of memetic videos. More specifically, meme-
tic videos typically feature ordinary people, involve male characters, emphasize
humor and whimsical lines, and convey simple and repetitious storylines (Shifman,
2012). In term of music-related videos, Park, Jang, Jaimes, Chung, and Myaeng
(2014) revealed various categories of memetic music videos, including cover
songs, remix, acoustic, dance, parodies, remakes, reactions, and fresh mobs. In a
nutshell, previous studies have classified a wide range of memetic content, and
consistent with this direction, this study proposes the following research question
about the salience of various genres in memes inspired by the GS video:

RQ1: What video genres are inspired by the original GS video and how salient is
each genre?

Previous studies have overlooked the underlying structure of memes. In particular,
the question of how a video is connected to other videos in the same genre remains
unanswered. Structural connections between different content objects represent an
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important part of the Web ecosystem supporting diffusion (Chung, Cho, & Park,
2014). On YouTube, various memetic videos are connected to one another to form
an integrated memetic cultural ecosystem centered on the original cultural piece.
The whole ecosystem of memes can be viewed as composed of multiple intertwined
objects (e.g., pictures, videos, and text) created and disseminated by interconnected
actors (Salah, Manovich, Salah, & Chow, 2013). Connections between actors and
those between objects can be examined through the network analysis technique.
Network analysis reflects a sociological approach to the examination of the structure
of social relationships and interactions between human beings as well as semantic
and thematic relationships between content objects (Al-Haidari & Coughlan, 2014;
Danowski & Park, 2014; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). In the analysis of meme
networks, individual objects are viewed as nodes in a network. These nodes are
connected to one another by ties. Different from social ties based on the flow of
interactions, friendships, and shared interests (Hansen, Shneiderman, & Smith,
2011), an object-object network describes connections between videos based on
certain common attributes (hereafter referred to as “video networks”). That is,
YouTube videos are connected when two videos are topically similar (i.e., videos
A and B are connected when they have similar descriptions or keywords) or draw
some attention and action from the same user (i.e., videos A and B are tied when
both are commented on by the same user). Such networks require network- and
nodal-level analyses. At the network level, the structure of a network is examined
along its size, density, centralization, and clustering. Here a video network with a
high level of density means that most videos are commented on by the same set of
viewers. In addition, a high level of clustering means that videos form separate and
disconnected cliques. That is, a subset of videos draws some common attention and
action from the same audience group, whereas other videos do not. Overall, struc-
tural features of a network reveal how different types of videos draw audience’s
evaluation. In this regard, the following research question is proposed:

RQ2: What video genres better draw viewers’ collective attention and
engagement?

Based on the aforementioned network framework at the nodal level, video objects
occupying central positions in a network tend to be those containing influential
content elements that interest and engage users of varying interests (Hansen et al.,
2011). Central memetic videos are more influential than other videos and can serve
as a model in the continuous stream of remixing and re-creation of original cultural
symbols (Salah et al., 2013). Another often discussed nodal-level role is the bridge.
More specifically, a bridge node links two otherwise disconnected groups and
brokers the flow of information or influence across groups (Burt, 2001). In a video
network, video objects in a bridge position connect different types, formats, and
styles of videos (Hansen et al., 2011). Overall, network positions reveal the role of a
video object in the ecosystem of cultural creation. In this regard, the following
research question is proposed:
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RQ3a: Based on network positions, what videos and actors they represent are more
likely to influence other videos?

Given that YouTube is a platform used by average users as well as by established
media organizations, it is important to further examine the source identity of videos
based on their network positions by distinguishing between individuals and organi-
zations and between amateurs and professionals. Kleinberg (1999) and Weber and
Monge (2011) pointed out three salient actors in networked content creation and
diffusion: sources, authorities, and hubs. According to the source-authority-hub
(SAH) model (Kleinberg, 1999), authorities gather and filter original sources.
Authorities typically refer to established media organizations with topic expertise.
Hubs are online entities that link and direct average users to certain content. This
model has been applied to Web site hyperlinking in news diffusion (see Weber &
Monge, 2011) and is also applicable to the present context of memetic cultural
creation. In memes, a source refers to the original viral content; authorities refer to
media organizations that amplify the reach of original content by acting through
media outlets’ traditional roles as opinion leaders and gatekeepers; and hubs refer to
engaged users who not only watch original content but also create a memetic culture
through remixing and resembling to serve a role as an ambassador of the original
content. In this regard, the following research question is proposed:

RQ3b: Based on network positions, what types of actors (sources, authority figures,
or hubs) play a central role in memetic creation?

Connections underlying a meme form a communication system (Salah et al.,
2013). Like any social system, it emerges, grows, matures, and eventually declines
(Monge, Heiss, & Margolin, 2008): Such structural evolution is manifested in the
changing quantity and variety of network connections. According to community
evolution theory (Monge et al., 2008), there is frequent and unselective tie building
in early stages, and this aims at establishing as many connections as possible. This
stage leads to an increase in network size and the number of ties in a network (the
variation stage). In later stages, tie building becomes selective and preference-based,
reflecting a decrease in the quantity and variety of connections established (the
selection stage). In the end, some connections are retained over time and become
routinized, whereas the rest decline (the retention stage). Although not all network
systems perfectly match these three stages. Those connections underlying memes
undoubtedly change over time. That is, some videos, genres, and actors may become
more or less salient over time. In this regard, the following research questions are
addressed from a longitudinal perspective:

RQ4: How does the salience of each video genre change over time?

RQ5: Based on the ability to draw viewers’ collective attention and engagement,
how does the influence of each video genre change over time?
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RQ6a: Based on network positions, how does the centrality of a video change over
time?

RQ6b: Based on network positions, how does the role of different actors (sources,
authority figures, and hubs) change over time?

Methods

Data Collection

The search query “Gangnam Style” was used to extract videos with titles, key-
words, descriptions, categories, or usernames matching the keyword. These GS-
related videos were the nodes in video networks to be examined. A tie in the
network was established when two videos shared the same commenter. In other
words, the relationship between two YouTube videos was defined in terms of the
number of co-commenters. Three rounds of data collection were conducted: one in
August (a month after the release of the GS video) and two additional rounds in
September and October. Video clips were retrieved from YouTube API services (for a
detailed description of the scholarly use of API services in social sciences, see Sams,
Lim, & Park, 2011). At each data collection point, the most recent 1,000 comments
were retrieved, which reflects a popular approach in YouTube studies (see Shapiro &
Park, 2015). Each collected video was manually examined for its relevance to GS.
After the deletion of irrelevant videos, 628 clips were retained in the sample for
August; 841, for September; and 665, for October.
To address RQ1 and RQ4 concerning the salience of various video genres inspired

by the original GS clip, two coders inductively extracted a list of video genres from
selected videos (presented in Table 1). Video genres were classified based on the
coding scheme in Park and colleagues (2014) for music-related videos. The present
study is the first to apply this classification method to understand the topology of
derived videos in cultural creation. The following five genres were considered: 1)
official, 2) original, 3) remix, 4) participation, and 5) evaluation. Table 1 summarizes
several interrelated sets of subtypes. More specifically, the official category referred
to officially promoted videos uploaded by Psy’s official channel. Similarly, the
original category included broadcast content, public performances, and music
videos intended to spread GS in cyberspace. This category represented cultural
promotion through the traditional mass media and offline events. In addition, the
official and original categories focused mainly on cultural activities initiated by GS
authors (the original GS producer or mass media outlets partnering with the GS
producer). The remaining categories focused on cultural creation initiated by ama-
teur users. More specially, the remixing category had three subtypes of remix, back-
ground music, and lyrics and included video clips produced by YouTube users’ copy
and modification of various elements of the original GS video. The participation
category was composed of dances, parodies, and cover songs and included dynamic
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visual elements in terms of users’ physical engagement and creativity. Finally, the
evaluation category had the two most important subtypes: reviews and reactions.
These two categories included users’ spontaneous judgments and criticisms about
GS. These categories were exploratory in nature, requiring further empirical verifica-
tion. After the finalization of the coding procedure based on content categories, two
coders majoring in media and communication science were trained to code videos.
For internal reliability, the coders independently coded about 10% of the whole
video sample for each month. According to the results, all categories showed
sufficient internal reliability. As shown in Table 2, several indicators of inter-rater
reliability were assessed using Recal2 (Freelon, 2010).

Table 1
Genre Classification for GS-Related YouTube Videos

Genre
Genre

subcategory Videos including content about

Official Channel Clips released by Psy’s official channel
Original Broadcasting GS videos promoted by traditional mass media outlets

on YouTube
Concert Clips of public live performances of GS
Music video The officially videotaped performance of GS

Remixing Remix Creating a derived version of GS by resembling and
recreating elements in the original GS video

Background Videos in which the GS song serves as unobtrusive
background music

Lyric GS lyrics translated in different languages
Participation Dance Clips of users moving rhythmically to the GS song in a

quick and lively manner
Parody A humorous and exaggerated imitation of GS, typically

following a set sequence of horse-riding steps
Cover Playing the GS song by using various musical

instruments
Evaluation Review Evaluating GS (formally) through a critical lens

Reaction Clips of users’ verbal expression of opinions on GS.

Table 2
Inter-Rater Reliability Indicators

Sample
Percentage
agreement

Scott’s
pi

Cohen’s
kappa

Krippendorff’s
alpha

N
agreement

N
disagreement

N
cases

August 81.17 0.75 0.75 0.76 69 16 85
September 77.38 0.73 0.73 0.73 65.00 19.00 84.00
October 73.75 0.69 0.70 0.70 59.00 21.00 80.00
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To address RQ2 and RQ5 concerning the structure of video networks, a global
video network consisting of videos in all genres, along with subnetworks, based on
identified genres (e.g., a subnetwork of dance videos) was examined. As discussed,
the structure of networks was examined based on size, clustering (i.e., subcompo-
nents), and density. Density can be used as a proxy for the level of concerted,
mutual, and intensive user attention and engagement. Density was measured as
the actual number of ties divided by the possible number of the same commenters
across videos (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Subcomponents revealed clusters within
each genre-specific subnetwork.
To address RQ3a, RQ3b, RQ6a, and RQ6b, positions in the video network were

accessed by degree centrality and betweenness centrality. Degree centrality was
calculated as the number of connections with others within a network (Freeman,
1979). Betweenness centrality was measured as the frequency of a node located on
the shortest path connecting everyone else in the network (Freeman, 1979).

Results

Figure 1 visualizes various video networks pertaining to each specific genre. Blue
lines indicate internal ties between videos in the same genre category, and gray lines
show connections between various genre categories. Node size was determined
based on degree centrality. Visually, different types of GS-inspired videos were
linked by mutual
To address RQ1, Tables 3a–3c show the number of GS-inspired videos in each

genre category. The most salient type included dance videos (192), generally video
clips of average users moving rhythmically to the GS song in a quick and lively
manner. This was followed by remix videos (104). These videos represented users’
creativity in mashing up existing GS elements to create new cultural objects. The
third most prominent type included reaction videos (65), in which users verbally
expressed opinions on the GS video.
For RQ4, which addressed the changed salience of each genre category over time,

the prominence of dance videos remained consistent over the three-month period,
but parody videos started to dominate in the second month. In addition, reaction
videos gradually became less prominent, whereas broadcast videos (content pro-
duced by the traditional media) increased in their prominence. Table 4 shows the
number of videos in each genre over the three-month period. The salience of
evaluation-related videos (reaction and review videos) decreased over time.
However, participation-related videos generally retained their prominence.
For RQ2 and RQ5, which addressed the level of mutual audience attention and

actions from different genre of videos, the results for the number of ties in each
subnetwork indicate that user-generated videos were more likely to induce com-
ments than the original and broadcast videos. Here the top three genres based on the
number of ties included dances, reactions, and parodies. The subnetwork composed
of dance videos, despite being the largest subnetwork, showed a relatively low
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density score (0.104), indicating that only a small set of videos in this category
attracted shared attention and actions from users. In addition, the dance category
had more subcomponents, indicating audience attention and engagement with
videos in this category were not equally distributed. Noteworthy is that the reaction

Table 3b
Network Indicators by Video Genre in September

Genre Videos
No. of the same
commenters Subcomponents

Average
geodesic
distance Density

Dance 323 11770 17 2.113 0.113
Parody 142 6002 5 1.764 0.3
Remix 98 748 13 2.413 0.079
Broadcasting 98 3802 6 1.57 0.4
Reaction 56 1586 4 1.414 0.515
Cover 37 374 4 1.725 0.281
BG 26 36 11 2.442 0.055
Lyrics 17 156 1 1.419 0.574
Official 14 174 1 0.969 0.956
Concert 12 8 8 1.28 0.061
Review 10 14 4 1.837 0.156
MV 8 4 6 0.5 0.071

Table 3a
Network Indicators by Video Genre in August

Genre Videos
No. of the same
commenters Subcomponents

Average
geodesic
distance Density

Dance 192 3796 49 2.112 0.104
Remix 104 324 45 2.676 0.03
Reaction 65 2678 4 1.278 0.644
Broadcasting 62 378 12 2.417 0.1
Parody 62 886 11 1.697 0.234
Background 60 10 56 1.2 0.003
Review 31 52 18 2.724 0.056
Lyrics 17 30 8 1.397 0.11
Concert 15 24 6 1.94 0.114
Official 9 66 1 0.963 0.917
Cover 6 20 1 1.111 0.667
Music video 5 2 4 0.5 0.1
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category showed the highest density score (0.644), indicating a high level of mutual
involvement and fewer subcomponents (only 4). However, based on 3-month data,
the density of a subnetwork of reaction videos decreased over time, indicating that
the commenting behavior gradually focused on a smaller set of videos.
Accompanying this trend, the number of subcomponents for all top genres

Table 4
The Number of Videos Pertaining to Each Genre in August, September, and

October

Genre category August September October

Dance 192 323 167
Remix 104 98 89
Reaction 65 56 23
Broadcasting 62 98 105
Parody 62 142 143
Background 60 26 22
Review 31 10 20
Lyrics 17 17 19
Concert 15 12 22
Official 9 14 12
Cover 6 37 30
MV 5 8 13

Table 3c
Network Indicators by Video Genre in October

Genre Videos
No. of the same
commenters Subcomponents

Average
geodesic
distance Density

Dance 167 3668 6 2.125 0.132
Parody 143 5688 3 1.775 0.28
Broadcasting 105 4022 5 1.656 0.368
Remix 89 1170 7 2.038 0.149
Cover 30 312 1 1.682 0.359
Reaction 23 194 2 1.595 0.383
BG 22 36 9 1.577 0.078
Concert 22 196 2 1.492 0.424
Review 20 46 6 2.09 0.121
Lyrics 19 146 5 1.236 0.427
MV 13 46 3 1.669 0.295
Official 12 128 1 0.944 0.97
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decreased, implying that for those videos receiving mutual audience attention, this
attention became more equally distributed.
For RQ3a, RQ3b, RQ6a, and RQ6b, the first of the twomost central videos in August was

the GS video spotlighted by CNN International (Asia). It was central in terms of both
degree centrality and betweenness centrality (Table 5a). Another clip from SBS (Seoul
Broadcasting Station) used the popular Korean song during the 2012 London Olympics
Special and was highly connected to other videos. In September and October, user-
generated videos (dance and parody videos) were dominant, and the influence of
broadcast content by media organizations declined (see Tables 5b and 5c).

Discussion

Memes represent a new concept in cultural diffusion. Web 2.0-based cultural
diffusion underlies two components: virality and memes. Although virality is a direct
gauge of the popularity of certain cultural content, with the platform’s participatory
nature, cultural diffusion has come to involve not only the dissemination of the
original cultural object but also the user-initiated creation of new cultural symbols

Table 5a
Top 20 Videos by Degree and Betweenness Centrality in August

URL Degree Betweenness Type

Bz95ahmCEGQ 278 5771.061 Broadcasting
-wKFy2c76RI 262 3907.588 Parody
b-KX6GB5oCE 261 3358.667 Broadcasting
uz6esy1YOIY 254 3202.853 Parody
nvMw6e9T85M 252 3128.221 Parody
WElEFYcf9M4 251 2939.652 Remix
byUFg7pyBP4 249 2777.700 Parody
uYBCgV6a5kE 247 2700.788 Official
Wv9MwOUIKSU 244 2516.314 Parody
XxH71Q33-ug 238 2325.161 Official
KkGa1yojimQ 236 2313.224 Reaction
cAypCxN-QYk 232 2263.028 Dance
UMywGy5m_QQ 232 2244.395 Parody
qzxk4tU-mi8 230 2215.816 Reaction
8CY7oB57nvY 229 1993.636 Remix
893WQWr0Nfo 228 1931.180 Reaction
kPJgk1ULX_I 226 1843.475 Remix
kAWS57Xlwoc 226 1798.360 Reaction
fo7NJdDgRN8 225 1789.383 Remix
eUSUY5ag_64 222 1716.830 Dance
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and ideas centered on the original object. Therefore, memes underlie a new value-
creation process in that they add new meanings to the original culture. An examina-
tion of memes requires scholars to look beyond a single cultural object and analyze
the derived cultural ecosystem as a whole. Such a systematic perspective is sup-
ported by the use of content and network analysis methods. This study reveals the
content of various memetic creations as well as their salience and influence based on
structural connections in networks of memetic videos. The study first maps and
visualizes a cultural ecosystem and shows the salience of its various genres of
memetic videos by the frequency of their appearance. Then the study explores the
connections between various parts of the ecosystem for a better understanding of
how various modes of cultural creation and user participation are integrated by
mutual audience attention and actions. Third, the study takes a longitudinal
approach to examine the change in salience and connections during a 3-month
period of cultural diffusion. The results provide some important insights.
First, the viral GS video sparked a sizable amount of user creativity manifested in

different forms of user-generated content created. User-driven cultural creation was
the most prominent type of GS-inspired video. The two most prominent types
pointed to two forms of participation: digital creation and physical acting. The former
was exemplified by remix videos, whereas the latter, by clips of viewers dancing. A

Table 5b
Top 20 Videos by Degree and Betweenness Centrality in September

URL Degree Betweenness Type

RutnTilXbBk 473 9751.869 Dance
mwjVPRcCIws 469 8114.486 Parody
KlAkjRBPDDQ 462 7960.75 Dance
Wv9MwOUIKSU 446 7503.991 Dance
nSveYYTjChw 443 7405.776 Parody
1GlnlyfZdA4 443 7190.821 Parody
Bz95ahmCEGQ 437 6603.271 Broadcasting
fRMyyK-Orfs 436 6451.789 Broadcasting
Vii3Tm9ZihU 436 6095.653 Dance
byUFg7pyBP4 429 5774.065 Official
Vcjns6Di6ZE 415 5736.451 Broadcasting
cAypCxN-QYk 411 5733.877 Broadcasting
GGyLYzm28O0 408 5722.742 Reaction
7dlhhfpFBTk 407 5710.547 Parody
bDEYzMRMsVk 406 5691.883 Reaction
zyBPKe0CIYE 405 5435.162 Parody
UBWPkLCiSrM 405 5291.887 Broadcasting
zQsh8xEPlds 402 5255.842 Reaction
kAaZaK8_y6s 402 5145.438 Official
RutnTilXbBk 473 9751.869 Dance
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physical cultural imitation is arguably an extension of a digital culture to some
physical reality. In addition, this imitation may influence popular culture offline.
From a theoretical perspective, Shoham, Arora, and Al-Busaidi (2013) introduced
three types of engagement on YouTube: passive engagement reflected in viewing
and video channel subscription, active engagement reflected in commenting, and
interactive engagement illustrated by interacting with other commenters. This typol-
ogy can be extended to include physical imitations as a separate form of engagement
representing a higher level of participation. Noteworthy is that cultural creation
(through parodies, cover songs, and dancing) may take more time to emerge than
simply cultural critiques. This may be because producing cultural critiques is less
likely to require technical skills and cognitive input. Overall, various types of videos
identified in the study demonstrate the memetic value of the cultural remix and
recreation enabled by average users. In addition, they show the constant shifting of
the importance of various memetic elements.
Second, different modes of cultural imitation and recreation may draw dispropor-

tional levels of audience attention and engagement. On the one hand, remix and
imitation videos (dance videos) as a whole drew the largest number of participants, but
audience attention and actions for this type of video were not equally distributed
across individual videos. This implies that a small set of videos in the category drew

Table 5c
Top 20 Videos by Degree and Betweenness Centrality in October

URL Degree Betweenness Type

mwjVPRcCIws 432 6344.606 Dance
Vcjns6Di6ZE 416 5903.59 Parody
7dlhhfpFBTk 412 5442.354 Dance
RutnTilXbBk 410 4650.159 Dance
byUFg7pyBP4 410 4617.855 Parody
fr8LU3u_y5k 409 4551.899 Parody
kAaZaK8_y6s 407 4484.046 Broadcasting
fRMyyK-Orfs 400 4477.947 Broadcasting
6cIAO7w6YpI 394 4453.336 Dance
LYz5rOMZXIg 393 4433.7 Official
kAWS57Xlwoc 386 4391.814 Broadcasting
hqX–Mx4hnM 386 4142.712 Broadcasting
C6r4y927ljM 386 3849.931 Reaction
ArfRxhJUlSE 384 3836.016 Parody
bDEYzMRMsVk 382 3811.894 Reaction
2T8J1X1S5PU 381 3763.829 Parody
1GlnlyfZdA4 381 3641.18 Broadcasting
tigG4j-7b4o 378 3611.744 Reaction
TmIlbyLIcKg 377 3565.651 Official
0yr7FW1S5e0 374 6344.606 Dance
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more mutual attention than others. Sporadic user responses to such videos raise the
question of the influence of GS-inspired memetic videos. Although there was ample
memetic production, the majority of memetic creations were weak because they failed
to draw attention from engaged viewers who evaluated more than one memetic
creation. Therefore, memes remained largely inspired and dominated by original
cultural symbols and a minority of outstanding memetic creations. By contrast, reac-
tion videos sparked a large number of cross-comments and substantial mutual atten-
tion, possibly because the content of reaction videos was controversial and thus
provoked collective reactions from the audience. This pattern is not surprising in that
reaction videos generally conveyed opinions. Taken together, these patterns imply that
opinion-laden cultural critiques draw more concentrated audience attention than
neutral cultural imitation and remixing. However, it should be noted that this high
level of collective commenting by users in reaction videos could not be sustained
because the influence of these videos diminished over time, as indicated by the
density and total number of ties in the genre. This may be because viewers’ interest
in the cultural phenomenon of the GS video wore off, resulting in fewer reaction
videos being produced. Accompanying reduced production, viewers’ opinions on the
video were not as divided as they were immediately after the release of the GS video.
This implies the gradual acceptance to a new cultural trend. Also noteworthy is that
there were many subcomponents in video categories underlying cultural imitation and
remixing. This implies that there were various nuanced thematic differences within the
same category. However, the number of subcomponents decreased, showing that
these nuanced differences gradually dissipated as viewers became more accustomed
to the culture shown in the GS video. Overall, the pattern illustrates that various
memetic components played different roles in memetic cultural creation and that
their importance and influence varied over time.
Third, in terms of the source-authority-hub distinction, the role of authority figures,

namely the traditional mass media, continued to be prominent in the memetic
cultural ecosystem. This is illustrated by the central position of mass media content.
This central position indicates two things: mass media videos were extensively linked
to other videos because they were reviewed and commented on by a group of
engaged viewers involved not only in one-time consumption but in the continuous
consumption and evaluation of a variety of similar content. Videos with high
betweenness centrality drew engagement from a group of audience members who
reviewed and commented on various types of videos. Videos by authority figures
were prominent in the early stages of diffusion, whereas user-generated content grew
to prominence afterward. This indicates that established media organizations facili-
tated the fame of the original video, sparking user creativity in later stages.

Theoretical Implications

The study seeks to incorporate the notion of meme into the trial stage in cultural
diffusion. Noteworthy is that the trial of innovations nowadays takes place in a
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networked system. Virality ensures the dissemination, whereas meme ensures the
longevity of the innovation in that it is supported by a community of creators. As this
study illustrates, meme is reflected in different layers of creative actions taken by
different types of actors.

Limitations and Future Directions

This study has some limitations. First, memetic videos were connected in ways
other than co-commenting. For example, videos were connected based on similar
textual descriptions or other forms of metadata. In this study, this type of connection
was not considered. Second, the sample size was limited by YouTube API restric-
tions, and data collection was limited by recent videos at the time of the data-mining
procedure. In addition, the use of the specific case of GS may limit the general-
izability of the results. Future research should adopt two approaches to provide a
better understanding of YouTube memes. That is, future research should use not only
betweenness centrality but also patterns of boundary-expanding videos (videos
linked to other videos in other categories). Insights from this domain should provide
a better understanding of how user-generated videos influence or are influenced by
original content.

Notes

1. http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/11/24/entertainment-us-psy-idUSBRE8AN0BT20
121124
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